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Reflecting on PHC History
After a great run that began in early 2003, Bill Hickman
has decided to step down from his role as Pictorial
History Committee chairman. During his reign much has
been accomplished:
• The Player Image Index grew from 14,300 major

leaguers to 17,399 major leaguers and the Player
Image Index database grew from about 20,000
records to about 40,000 records. The Index now
covers about 97% of the major league players.

• The Manager Image Index was launched and it grew
to the point where it now covers 97% of the major
league managers.

• The Ballpark Image Index was launched and now
covers about half of the historical major league
ballparks.

• Coach and Umpire Image Indexes were launched.
• Several thousand vintage baseball photos have been

identified in SABR PHC sponsored group projects,
including
- More than 2000 baseball photos in the Library of

Congress George Grantham Bain Photo
Collection. Credit is given to SABR on all baseball
photos identified and appearing on the Library of
Congress website.

- Nearly 300 baseball photos in the Library of
Congress Ewing and Harris collection.

- Baseball photos in the Leslie Jones Photo
Collection held by the Boston Public Library.

• PHC assisted Marc Okkonen in preparing and
publishing his SABR photo e-book, 2000 CUPS OF
COFFEE.

• Mystery Photo Supplements by Mark Fimoff and the
Photo Discoveries Column by Mark Rucker were
added to the committee newsletter.

• The process of archiving and digitizing the collection
of SABR photo negatives was started.

• PHC membership more than tripled in size.
Let me add a word of warm thanks to Bill for his
considerable help and support during this transition.
Going forward, the PHC chair will be shared by T. Scott
Brandon, Cary Smith, and myself. Scott is an excellent
researcher who is responsible for many of the missing
player images found over the last few years. He did the
project development work for the launching of the
Umpire and Coach indexes. Cary, who has been PHC
vice-chairman since 2006, combines a library science
degree with a keen interest in historical baseball
imagery. He will scan, catalogue, and distribute upon
request thousands of photos donated to SABR. They
will help me put together our slightly revamped
committee publication which will now combine the
regular newsletter content with the type of subject
matter that graced the pages of Mystery Photo
Supplement. We hope that with its new title, Reflecting
the Past, this publication will continue to illuminate
baseball history.
- Mark Fimoff
.

The official newsletter of the            Pictorial History Committee
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Back to Brooklyn
This photo (#1 below, top) didn’t just drop from the sky, but I guess you can say that the article about Washington
Park (WP) in the last issue of MPS shook it loose from Dennis Goldstein’s fine collection. You will recall that the
only photo we had of the corner of 1st Street and 3rd Avenue during the 1914 construction was a fuzzy image from
the March 11, 1914 Brooklyn Daily Eagle. That, plus other photo evidence along with newspaper descriptions of
the state of the lot should have been sufficient to prove that the currently surviving section of 20 foot high brick wall
was actually new construction in 1914, and thus not part of WP during the time (1898-1912) the Brooklyn nationals
played there. Recall that the only spot lacking a clear “sans-wall” 1914 photo was right in front of building 10.
Let’s first roughly establish the time when #1 was taken. It clearly shows construction in progress at the site. We
can see buildings 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15, as well as two large construction towers (green arrows). Below photo #1
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The section of interest in photo #1
in front of buildings 10 and 11 is
outlined in red and magnified
below. Just right of the magnified
portion of #1 we have photo #3,
taken from a very similar location,
which appeared in the last issue. It
is clearly evident that the high brick
wall in question, portions of which
survive today, is present in #3 (red
arrows) but not present in #1.
Further magnification of photo #1,
bottom, shows the wall to be in an
early phase of construction during
which it appears to be only a few
feet high when compared to the
people (white arrows) standing by
it. Hence the wall was new in 1914.
QED.

#3#1

#1

is an image (#2) from the April 1,
1914 Eagle which shows the ballpark
in a somewhat later state of
construction. The same two towers
visible in #1 are clearly also seen in
#2 (blue arrows). Hence we know
that photo #1 also depicts 1914
construction.

Note: In the last issue it was stated that the surviving section of a c1911 Forbes Field wall may be the oldest surviving in situ piece of a major 
League ballpark. Reader Eric Angyal has pointed out that the surviving potion of League Park (Cle.) apparently dates to 1910. 
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Laterally Reversed…

The nice Brooklyn NA 1873
woodcut, shown right, appeared
in the 9-17-1873 issue of The
Daily Graphic. I have never
seen the actual photos from
which the woodcut was created.
It is very unlikely that they
survive.
The portrait renderings appear
to be of mediocre to good
quality. They are not highly
detailed, but they may be
adequate for helping to indentify
the faces of these men in other
photos. However, there is one
thing that doesn’t seem right.

Dickie Pearce

Jack Remsen

Bob Ferguson

Herman Dehlman

The Dickie Pearce image from the woodcut is
shown near right, with exemplar photos shown
center and far right. The red arrows point to
where the hair is parted. For the photos, the
part locations match, but for the woodcut the
part is on the opposite side . So either Pearce
changed how he combed his hair (and some
people do just that), or for some reason the
artist produced a drawing of Pearce that is
mirror imaged.

If we do similar comparisons for Jack Remsen,
Bob Ferguson, and Herman Dehlman, we also
see that the hair in the woodcut is parted on
the opposite side as is the hair in the exemplar
photos. It appears that perhaps all the faces in
the woodcut are laterally reversed.



Let’s flip the face of Burdock from the woodcut around so that it
looks like it should (near right). Discerning subjective resemblance
between images with and without mustaches can be difficult.
Whether or not the woodcut actually “captured” Burdock’s
subjective likeness is hard to tell at this point. Detailed feature
comparison can also be problematic when one of the images is a
so-so woodcut, but let’s try. The hairline on the left side of each
face (blue arrows) is more receded on the later 1883 photo.
Perhaps that could be expected. The front part of the hairstyles are
similar (red lines). The face shapes, brow-ridge and chin structure
also seem similar. It’s difficult to say more.
I was actually looking for an image of Burdock without a mustache.
It took some time and effort (and of course luck) to find it and make
sure I could correctly orient it. In fact, this may be the only image of
Burdock sans-mustache identified, until now……

Jack
Burdock

Not surprisingly, if we place the woodcut of Jack Burdock
next to a Burdock photo, again the hair parts are on
opposite sides. It is reasonable to presume that like the
other faces discussed above, Burdock’s face is very likely
flipped in the Brooklyn team woodcut.

Leveraging Jack Burdock
This photo, below, of the Hartford 1875 NA club is well-known and has appeared in a number of books and web
sites, both with and without player ID’s. The ten player ID’s as given in The Great Encyclopedia of 19th-Century
Major League Baseball are shown below the photo. Note the four ID’s in red.

Doug Allison - Tom York - Candy Cummings - Tommy Bond - Bill Harbidge
Jack Burdock - Everett Mills - Bob Ferguson - Jack Remsen - Tom Cary ?
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The photo below of the Hartford 1876 NL team is also well-known. The ID’s as given below appeared on at least
one web site. Careful observation shows that the claimed identifications match for both the 1875 and 1876 photos,
with the exception of Higham who only appears in the 1876 image. Thus the four names in red were attached to
the same men in both the 1875 and 1876 images. These ID’s are the subject of this article.
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Hartford player claimed to be Tom Carey           Jack Burdock exemplar

Let’s start with the Hartford player
identified as Tom Carey, near and
center right. I say that based on the
Brooklyn woodcut, far right, he is
Jack Burdock. Let’s see what that
means for some of the other claimed
ID’s, and if in the end, everything
makes sense.

1876
1875

Tommy Bond - Candy Cummings  
Tom Carey - Everett Mills - Bob Ferguson - Bill Harbidge - Tom York

Dick Higham - Jack Burdock - Jack Remsen - Doug Allison
??

Hartford player claimed to be Jack Remsen           Tom Carey exemplar               

Next we have the Hartford player
claimed to be Jack Remsen, near
and center right. He is almost a
perfect match to Tom Carey, far right.
The only difference is that the
Hartford player has his hair parted on
the opposite side as compared to the
exemplar. In this case these are all
oriented correctly. In the c1873
exemplar his hair is parted on one
side, in the 1875 and 1876 Hartford
photos (and an 1879 Cleveland photo
not shown) Carey’s hair really is
parted on the other side.

1875

1876
c1873
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Hartford player claimed to be Doug Allison     Jack Remsen exemplar

Hartford player claimed to be Jack Burdock         Doug Allison exemplar 

The Hartford player claimed to be Doug
Allison appears to be a perfect match
to Jack Remsen, hairstyle, chin cleft
(red arrows) and all. So, then where is
Doug Allison?

Doug Allison is here, the man that
had been identified as Burdock. Now
all the pieces fit.

We have,….

1875
1876

1876 1875

Hartford NA 1875
Jack Remsen - Tom York - Candy Cummings -Tommy Bond - Bill Harbidge

Doug Allison - Everett Mills - Bob Ferguson - Tom Carey - Jack Burdock

and….



Is Marty Swandell Missing?
Everett Mills is getting a lot of mileage in this issue. Not only did he appear in both of the above Hartford photos,
but he is also identified in this 1870 New York Mutuals photo as the guy seated far left. His name as well as all
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Hartford NL 1876
Tommy Bond - Candy Cummings  

Jack Burdock - Everett Mills - Bob Ferguson - Bill Harbidge - Tom York
Dick Higham - Doug Allison - Tom Carey - Jack Remsen

the others are imprinted on the
piece. However, there has
been some controversy as to
whether these 140 year old
identifications are correct. In a
2003 Baseball Research
Journal (p. 45) article it was
claimed that the Charlie Mills
and Everett Mills ID’s were
reversed and that Marty
Swandell is really Dick Higham
(Higham also appears in the
above Hartford 1876 photo).
Note that this is the only image
that we have listed for
Swandell. If it does not depict
him, then Swandell reverts to
that sad PHC status of
“missing.”
Having practiced just a bit of
photo ID revisionism myself, I
won’t just scoff at these claims.
Let’s check them.
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Candy Nelson - Phonney Martin - Marty Swandell - Dave Eggler
Everett Mills - John Hatfield - Charlie Mills - Rynie Wolters - Tom Patterson
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The claim in the BRJ article is that
the fellow, near right, is not Everett
Mills, but in fact is his brother
Charlie. The jaw-line appears to
match that seen in the image of
Everett, far right, as do character-
istics of the hairline (red arrows). A
comparison of the ear shape, near
right, to that in the Everett exemplar,
center, appears to yield a good
match. There seems to be nothing in
this facial comparison to indicate that
the original ID is wrong.

revisionist claim:        | ---------------- Everett Mills exemplars -----------------|
not Everett Mills

revisionist claim:            Charlie Mills exemplar 
not Charlie Mills

The next claim was that the face, near right, belonged to
brother Everett, not Charlie. Note that this man had a very
large jaw. It is not consistent with Everett’s fairly average
size chin as shown in the images just above. It is
consistent with the jaw-line seen in the Charlie Mills
exemplar, far right (from the 1868 Brooklyn Atlantics team
photo). While the head in question shares some hairline
features with both Everett and Charlie, there is no reason
to change the original identification.

revisionist claim:        |-------------- Dick Higham exemplars  ----------|
Higham, not Swandell

Lastly we have the claim that the player, near
right, is Dick Higham, not Marty Swandell.
Higham exemplars from the Hartford NL
1876 and Baltimore NA 1872 photos are giv-
en center and far right. I can see no reason
to think that the face in question belongs to
Higham (and yes, the hair is parted on the
wrong side).

Given that the Mills brothers are correctly
identified, and that we can also confirm the
Eggler, Nelson and Hatfield IDs from other
images, there is no reason to think that this
guy is not Marty Swandell.

The NYPL Albert G. Spalding Collection
In 1921 Al Spalding’s widow donated several thousand books, scrapbooks, periodicals, scorebooks, and etc.
from her late husbands collection to the New York Public Library (NYPL). Most of the items are baseball related.
Some of the pieces originated from the collections of Harry Wright and Henry Chadwick. The donation included
over 500 photos and illustrations that can be viewed online at
http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/explore/dgexplore.cfm?col_id=198
The online collection includes many 19th century photos of major league players and teams. Some photos are
unidentified, but most do have IDs. The team photo information typically includes a list of players with no indication
of who is who, and with the size of the list often not matching the number of players depicted. The ID’s for some of
the individual photos seem to have been determined from pencil notations on the back of the photos. You can
guess that if we are writing about this, many are wrong. Also, quite a few unidentified photos are easily named.
For the individual photos, we will provide some examples followed by a comprehensive list. The team photos will
be covered in a future issue. Thanks to John Thorn for providing some of the IDs as well as numerous helpful
clues, and for inspiring us to publish some very useful information that had been pushed aside by other projects.

http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/explore/dgexplore.cfm?col_id=198
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Just below we have five NYPL photos that are identified in the collection as depicting George Pinkney

55831 55834 55835 55839 55841

George Pinkney                     NYPL image                            Cupid Childs

The center image to the right is
from one of the NYPL photos in
question. Near right and far right
are exemplars of George
Pinkney and Cupid Childs,
respectively. The NYPL photo
matches Childs both in
resemblance and with respect
to individual feature comparison

NYPL 55841

The above observation is supported by
comparing the Cupid Childs N172 Old
Judge card (pose 74-5), near right, with
the NYPL photo. Clearly it is the same
photo. In fact, all of the above “Pinkney”
photos were used for Cupid Childs
N172 cards. We can confidently say
that all 5 photos depict Cupid Childs.
Quite a few other mis-identified and
unidentified NYPL photos can be
correctly named by simply finding the
respective OJ card poses (supported
by facial comparison verification to
other known images of the player
depicted on the OJ card). These are
listed at the end of this article.

Childs OJ card pose 74-5
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Of course not all the Spalding collection baseball photos
were made into N172 (or N173) cards. The four portraits
below had no names associated with them. NYPL 56095 just
below left is the exact same photo identified as Frank
Barrows in the 1871 Boston NA team composite below right.

Sam Jackson

NYPL 56097

NYPL 56097, just below left, is a near perfect
match to a photo of Sam Jackson from another
Boston NA team composite. Both images are
very similar, but they are not from the exact
same photo.

NYPL 56093 is easily identified as Dave Birdsall
whose exemplar, again from a Boston NA team
composite, is shown below right. It almost looks as
though Birdsall held perfectly still while his clothes
were changed.

NYPL 56092 can be verified as Ross Barnes by
comparison to Barnes from an 1873 Boston NA team
composite.

NYPL 56093

Dave Birdsall

NYPL 56092

Ross Barnes

NYPL 56095

Frank
Barrows

The collection also includes some really nice tintypes. Some are correctly identified, such as Dan Casey (55961
and 55963), Deacon McGuire (55953), and Jack Clements (55965), all in civvies. There are four unidentified
tintypes of players in c1890 Philadelphia NL uniforms, shown below, that are of interest.
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Al Myers

The first tintype, near right, is easily identified as Al
Myers who was a member of the 1889-1891 teams.

This one is Ed Mayer, who was on the 1890 and
1891 rosters.

These two remain unidentified.

Ed Mayer

NYPL 55951

NYPL 55957

NYPL 55955

NYPL 55959

N
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Currently unidentified NYPL photos 55900 and 55901, right, are
of particular significance. On September 16, 17 and 18, 1863, a
series of three games was planned to occur in Hoboken. It was to
consist of two cricket matches followed by a baseball game. This
was billed as “The Grand Match.” Rain postponed the baseball
game until the 19th. Special premium admission tickets were in
the form of CDV’s that depicted Sam Wright, Harry Wright, and
players named William Hammond and William Crossley.
Photos 55900 and 55901 are exact matches to two of the tickets.
These two tickets do not depict either of the Wrights, so
presumably we have Crossley and Hammond, but which is
which? One can find claims going both ways.

NYPL 55900 NYPL 55901

The fellow, right, appears on NYPL 56262 which depicts a
cricket team. He is identified in pencil as “Crossley” and
he appears to be a good match for the man in 55900.
However, given the other ID errors in the collection, we
can’t be too confident about the pencil notation.

Another unidentified cricket photo is NYPL 56533, just
below, which depicts the Newhall brothers, c1889, who
played for the Philadelphia Young Americans and
Germantown clubs. The photo was used for a Harper’s
Weekly woodcut.

Before presenting a comprehensive table of ID corrections
on the next page, we note that we contacted the curator of
the NYPL Spalding Collection and made two requests.
We asked that the $45 per image fee be waived for a
limited number of high-resolution scans to aid us with
some of the team photo IDs. We also asked that SABR be
credited for corrected IDs, as has been done at the
Library of Congress and the Boston Public Library. Both
requests were declined.

NYPL 56262

NYPL 56533

The table on the following page lists 77 known NYPL Spalding collection baseball photo caption corrections for
individual, pair and small group photos.
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NYPL SPALDING Cat. # NYPL ID Corrected ID Justification

55831, 55834, 55835, 55839, 55841 George Pinkney Cupid Childs OJ cards with face comparison

55829 George Pinkney Bill Hallman OJ card with face comparison

56031, 56027, 56029, 56063 unidentified Bill Hallman OJ cards with face comparison

56671, 56695, 56681 Charlie Ferguson Jim Tyng OJ cards and face comparison

56832 Charlie Kelly Deacon McGuire OJ card with face comparison

56818, 56823, 56825, 56820, 56828 Deacon McGuire Charlie Kelly OJ cards with face comparison

56075 unidentified Charlie Buffinton OJ card with face comparison

55853 Jack Rowe Dave Rowe face comparison

55731 Tommy Corcoran Larry Corcoran face comparison

55702 George Brynan George Bignell face comparison*

55700 George Brynan Tod Brynan OJ card with face comparison*
56842 McVey catcher Not Cal McVey face comparison

55716, 55717 Charlie Bastian & Denny 
Lyons

Charlie Bastian & 
Harry Lyons face comparison

56801, 56804 Denny Lyons Harry Lyons face comparison

55984, 55955 unidentified Charlie Bastian OJ cards with face comparison

55991, 55994 unidentified Charlie Bastian face comparison

55973, 55975, 55977, 55979, 55981 unidentified Ed Andrews OJ cards with face comparison

55997, 55999, 56011, 55989 unidentified Pop Schriver OJ cards with face comparison

56789, 56067 Harry Lyons, unidentified Jim Devlin Face comparison

56007, 56015, 56017, 56023, 56025 unidentified Buster Hoover OJ cards with face comparison

56022 unidentified Buster Hoover & 
Ed Andrews OJ card with face comparison

56001, 56003, 56005, 56009 , 56013 unidentified John Michael Henry OJ cards with face comparison

56053, 56055, 56058. 56059, 56061 William Hay Gid Gardner OJ cards with face comparison

56071, 56071 unidentified Tom Gunning face comparison

55723 Ed Andrews not Ed Andrews face comparison

56092 unidentified Ross Barnes face comparison

56093 unidentified Dave Birdsall face comparison

56095 unidentified Frank Barrows face comparison

56097 unidentified Sam Jackson face comparison

55957 unidentified Al Myers face comparison

55951 unidentified Ed Mayer face comparison

56070 unidentified Sid Farrar face comparison

56769 Hewes Bill Hawes face comparison

55900, 55901, 55931 unidentified Crossley/Hammond “Grand Match” tickets***

56533, 56555 unidentified the Newhall brothers Harper’s Weekly woodcut

55913 unidentified John Lilywhite Face comparison**

*These two IDs from Tom Shieber **ID from Jimmy Leiderman ***We don’t know for sure which is Crossley and which is Hammond
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Happy Highlanders
There isn’t much to say about this apparently unpublished c1911 photo of NY AL players Lew Brockett,
Walter Blair, and Jack Quinn other than it is a terrific image. It comes our way from Blair’s granddaughter via
collector Richard Wynne.

Lew Brockett                                     Walter Blair                                     Jack Quinn
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Who, Where and When?
This will pass for PHC’s version of a one question trivia contest. A reader sent in the above mystery photo with
the above three questions. I won’t pretend that we didn’t already figure out the answers, but it’s fair to say that it is
not easy. If you think you know, email your answers to bmarlowe@comcast.net
The next issue will include the names of all those who got it right.

Cy in Color
This is Cy Young during a 1903 stop at Chicago’s South Side
Park as rendered by master artist Graig Kreindler.

If you are interested in having an old image magically
transformed into a stunning work of art, you can contact
Graig at

http://www.graigkreindler.com
and
http://www.facebook.com/GraigKreindler

mailto:bmarlowe@comcast.net
http://www.graigkreindler.com/
http://www.facebook.com/GraigKreindler
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Image Index Updates
By T. Scott Brandon

Formerly Missing Players Found Since November Newsletter
Jack Keenan – by T. Scott Brandon in the 18-May-1919 Atlanta Constitution. The image can be seen on the
OOTP website here: http://tinyurl.com/bkl2zbk

Bill Geiss – by T. Scott Brandon in the 18-May-1919 Atlanta Constitution. The image can be seen on the OOTP
website here: http://tinyurl.com/bhszk9w

Jim Tipper – by T. Scott Brandon in the 1876 Syracuse Stars team photo. The image can be seen on the OOTP
website here: http://tinyurl.com/amy28cg

Ed Johnson – by T. Scott Brandon in the 1920 Evansville Evas team photo. The image can be seen on the OOTP
website here: http://tinyurl.com/az6dfsd

The missing players list can be found here: http://tinyurl.com/pl-list

Formerly Missing Umpires Found Since November
Tommy Gill – by John Thorn on the San Francisco Public Library website. The image can be seen on the library
website here: http://tinyurl.com/cqonzr5

Bill Carpenter – by T. Scott Brandon in the book The Story of Minor League Baseball 1901-1952, edited by Robert
L. Finch, L. H. Addington and Ben M. Morgan, published by The Stoneman Press in 1953. The image can be seen
on the OOTP website at http://tinyurl.com/a4m5cwz

Joe Padilla – by Bill Hickman at the New Mexico Obituaries site. The image can be seen here:
http://tinyurl.com/byxc26j

Tom Lepperd – by T. Scott Brandon. The image can be seen on the OOTP website at http://tinyurl.com/9wq86d9
The missing umpires list can be found here: http://tinyurl.com/um-list

Formerly Missing Managers Found Since November Newsletter
No missing managers have been found since the November newsletter. The missing managers list can be found
here: http://tinyurl.com/man-list

Correction to 2000 Cups of Coffee
The photo of Ernie Ross in the SABR-published book 2000 Cups of Coffee actually pictures Wilbert Robinson. The
Robinson photo was mistakenly taken from the 1902 Baltimore Orioles team composite. The Ross image from the
composite can be seen on the OOTP website at http://tinyurl.com/aw74muu.

New Contributors Since the March 2012 Newsletter
To date there have been 164 different contributors to the Major League image index. During the past year four
new contributors have added images to the player, manager, coach or umpire index. They are:

Mark Fimoff
Martha Porter
Don Stokes
John Thorn

Thanks to all who have contributed to the index.

http://tinyurl.com/bkl2zbk
http://tinyurl.com/bhszk9w
http://tinyurl.com/amy28cg
http://tinyurl.com/az6dfsd
http://tinyurl.com/pl-list
http://tinyurl.com/cqonzr5
http://tinyurl.com/a4m5cwz
http://tinyurl.com/byxc26j
http://tinyurl.com/9wq86d9
http://tinyurl.com/um-list
http://tinyurl.com/man-list
http://tinyurl.com/aw74muu
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Thanks to Doug Allen, Eric Angyale, The Blair Family, Brian Campf, Dennis Goldstein, Bill Hickman, Jimmy Leiderman,
Rob Lifson, Tom Shieber, John Thorn, and Richard Wynne for their assistance with and/or contributions to this issue. If you
have a comment on this issue, or a photo or a relevant article that you would like to submit for a future issue of RTP, please
send it to Mark Fimoff, bmarlowe@comcast.net.

Blogs of Note
A blog entitled The New York Clipper is authored by veteran collector and 19thC image expert Jimmy
Leiderman. His interesting and very well-researched articles can be found at:
http://thenewyorkclipper.com/
Tom Shieber’s Baseball Researcher’s Blog is another site that presents well-researched imagery:
http://baseballresearcher.blogspot.com/

Next Issue
An authentic CDV version of the well-known 1865 Brooklyn
Atlantics image has recently been found. It turns out that this
photo provides a very unexpected perspective on the team.

Also, if you think you know who this guy is, you’re probably
wrong.

Contacting the Pictorial History Committee Chair
If you want to contact us for any reason related to PHC business, we are (in alphabetical order):
T. Scott Brandon, t_scott_brandon@msn.com
Mark Fimoff, bmarlowe@comcast.net
Cary Smith, zinnbeck@aol.com

http://thenewyorkclipper.com/
http://baseballresearcher.blogspot.com/
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